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Find the best and forget the rest
When drafting a piece of text, wouldn't it be helpful if someone could look back at previous 

documents you have written and suggest appropriate phrasing to you? MindReader can – either 

automatically while you are writing or specifically for keywords that you define. MindReader 

helps you choose the best suggestion: You can see the original context of the suggested text at 

any time, as well as where it comes from and how often it has been used already.

This enables you to focus on what's really important: Writing genuinely new content and 

giving yourself more time to get on with your actual work. This also lays the perfect foundation 

for obtaining efficient, high-quality translations, since using consistent phrasing and the right 

terminology will significantly reduce the time a text takes to translate,  

as well as the cost. 

Simply fill your memory and get started 
When you start using MindReader, you can access a well-stocked memory: You can use  

all current DTP, Office, text and standard file formats, utilise shared memory resources with 

the Transit translation memory system, receive memory packages from your translation 

department or language services provider, or take data from third-party systems.

The easy-to-use import function makes it possible to import any documents that are suitable 

for use as memory sources: MS Office, OpenOffice, HTML/XML, DTP formats (optional, e.g. 

FrameMaker, InDesign, QuarkXPress, Interleaf / Quicksilver) and a wide variety of different 

text formats. 

MindReader 
Make more room for new ideas



For Office users, technical writers and  
quality assurance
Whether you need to write a report, an internal document or operating instructions: 

MindReader enables you to reuse established wording from your document archives, so you 

can get the job done more quickly.

MindReader can be used for editing existing documents as well as writing new ones: 

The interactive search function and terminology checker can help you optimise existing data, 

find variations on phrasing and rectify terminology errors.

The benefits for you 
• Contextualised suggestions for text make the writing process more efficient

• Using established phrasing and terminology makes your documents more consistent  

and therefore of a higher quality

• Shorter time-to-market for global product communications

• Having higher rates of pretranslation reduces translation costs

• Use just one database for various different editing environments  

(e.g. GRIPS, MS Word, Adobe FrameMaker, Arbortext)
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